Progression of badges / logos on Judogi
Club logo:
The Katana Judo Kai logo is embroidered onto the front left skirt of every Judogi
supplied by the club and is available to all club members. If you have already
bought your Judogi elsewhere we can get this embroidered for you at a cost of
£4.50

BJC Judogi badge:
The BJC Judogi badge is available from the club or direct from the BJC to show
that you are a member of the BJC. They are designed to be sewn onto the front
left skirt of your Judogi jacket (next to the club logo). Purchasing a badge from
the club will save paying the standard postage charge of £3.00 for every order
from the BJC Head Office. The cost to purchase a badge from Katana Judo Kai is
only £1.00
Avon Area logo:
If you are lucky enough to be selected to represent the Avon Area at a competition
you will be eligible to have the Avon Area logo embroidered onto your Judogi.
As you are only able to have a maximum of two (2) badges on the front left skirt
of your Judogi, it will be up to you to decide if you want to have this added to
your Judogi, most likely to replace the BJC Judogi badge. This logo is also
available to Avon Area FPJ2 qualified registered coaches. The cost for embroidery
for the Avon Area logo onto your Judogi Jacket is £5.00
Team BJC Squad Badge:
Team BJC meet several times a year for National Squad training sessions. At
these sessions attendance is recorded and taken into consideration when a
team is selected for International competitions. There are criteria set by Team
BJC first of all to be selected to be part of the travelling squad and also to be
eligible to receive Team BJC Squad badges. These also are to be sewn onto
the front left skirt of your Judogi and are not available to purchase.

BJC International Badge:
If, when representing Team BJC at an International competition, you
are skilled and lucky enough to win a medal you may be eligible to
apply for a BJC International badge. This badge is unlike all of the
others above as it is to be sewn onto the left breast of your Judogi. As
these badges are only available to Team BJC medal winners, they are
unavailable to purchase.

BJC International badge

Your name can also be
embroidered here
Actual size of area for your name
10 cm long by 2 cm tall

Any two of:
-

Club Logo
BJC Judogi Badge
Avon Area Logo
Team BJC Squad badge

